MARKET LEADING
EasyFill Box Filler

If you’re looking for a high throughput box filler that
is built to offer reliable performance under the most
demanding situations, look no further than Tong’s
market-leading EasyFill box filler. Available in Mini, Midi,
Maxi or Mega models to suit all box sizes, the EasyFill
range offers gentle and effective box filling from 30
to 70 tonnes per hour.
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CARETAKER
BUILT ON EXPERIENCE
ENGINEERED TO LAST

THE GENTLEST HANDLING MINIMAL MAINTENANCE
The EasyFill’s trademark
‘Doorstop’ belt sets the Tong
box filler apart from the rest.
This unique belt carefully
cradles crop, meaning no
drops and no curtain hoods.

Unrivalled cleaning in all conditions
The Tong EasyClean separator offers truly
unmatched crop cleaning performance and control.
With Inverter Direct Drive motors on every shaft,
the EasyClean has full electric Blue-Inverter control
with a proven track record since its launch as the
Caretaker’s new generation cleaner over 5 years
ago. The latest models of the Caretaker are fitted
with an even more refined, cartridge-style model,
the EasyClean II. With the capability to be even
more finely tuned, our knowledge and experience
allows us to offer the most effective separator on
the market, for dependable performance whatever
the weather.

With minimal mechanical
parts and linear actuator
controlled lowering arms,
the EasyFill ensures
smooth transfer of crop and
exceptionally low maintenance.
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INCREASE
PRODUCTIVITY
REDUCE MANUAL
LABOUR
IMPROVE EFFICIENCY

www.tongengineering.com

MINIMISE
MAINTENANCE
ADD VALUE TO
YOUR CROP

www.tongengineering.com

CARETAKER

EXPERIENCE HANDLING INNOVATION

Leading the way...

Advanced Control
Auto-Touch HMI Control
Instant & automatic cleaner and Caretaker
control at your fingertips

Blue lnverter Technology
The very best energy efficiency with
Inverter Variable Speed Direct Drive
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Intelligent Diagnostics
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Know when emergency stop buttons have
been activated and their exact location

Real-Time Notifications
Receive notifications of any areas for attention
as and when they happen
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E-Stop Alerts

All sizes. All throughputs

Next Generation Grading
Integrated Optical Sorting
Take your Caretaker capabilities to the next level.

SELECT YOUR CLEANER

TAILOR YOUR DESIGN

Take your pick of the market’s
leading cleaners to suit your
requirements. From the high
performance EasyClean to stars
and coils. The choice is yours.

Our expert engineers take your
specific requirements, however
large or small, and design a
Caretaker that is configured to
meet every one of them.

Tong is proud to offer a new and advanced option
on all Caretaker graders, to integrate accurate
optical sorting on dirty crop, for the effective
removal of stones and debris without the need for
manual sorting and inspection. Our market
leading grader, with market leading technology,
to reduce costs and improve consistency.

Proactive Maintenance
Maintenance Scheduling
Get accurate info on the run time of components,
for proactive maintenance scheduling

Continuous Reporting
Regular reporting on machine status gives high
level operator intelligence at all times

Upgraded Features
Multi-Camera Monitoring
Easy and instant viewing
of multiple areas of the
Caretaker, allowing
machine status checks
from one central location.

Trailer Reversing Sensors
Your hopper loading
co-pilot! A popular option
for making trailer
reversing quicker, safer,
easier and more accurate.

LED Inspection Lighting
Fitted as standard, LED
energy efficient lighting
offers enhanced visibility,
for better picking-off
capabilities and improved
working conditions.

Pro-Series Controls

Tong’s unique and intelligent Pro-Series control interface can be specified as
part of the popular auto-touch HMI control system, offering a number of
advanced and highly-proactive features that have been designed to ensure
ease of control, minimal downtime and the best performance.
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Custom Built Design
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